Investigation of Various Nano-Structural Morphologies of Zinc Oxide for their Applications in Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells
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Abstract. In the current study, various morphologies of zinc oxide (ZnO) including nano-rods, nano-flowers, nano-sheets/flakes, nano-spherical particles, nano-hexagonal sheets, and nano-needles have been prepared by using single step and two-step hydrothermal processes with optimized parameters such as growth temperature, growth time and compositions of both the seed and growth solutions. Fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) coated glass was used as the substrate. The prepared morphologies were characterized with the help of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and the purity of nanostructures was confirmed by elemental analysis (EDX). These nanostructures were used as photo-anode material to fabricate the DSSC using a dye (Rhodamine B) for enhancing the range of solar spectrum that is to be adsorbed. Finally, the fabricated solar cells were characterized in terms of their efficiency, gauged by their fill factor. Among different morphologies investigated as photo-anode materials; nano-sheets/flakes were found to be showing maximum efficiency, with fill factor values around 0.5 due to their larger surface area, better porosity and enhanced capability of light trapping and scattering.

Introduction

For past few years, many semiconducting materials including non-oxides and metals oxides are being used as an alternative to conventional silicon based semiconducting materials [1]. Specifically zinc oxide (ZnO) has been most attractive for photonics and electronics devices because of its high conductivity and its abundance in nature [2]. Some of its applications in different fields of electronics include the devices used in surface acoustic wave, sensors, UV lasers, field emitters and cells [3]. It has wide band gap of 3.37 eV and high bond strength of 60 meV at ambient conditions [4]. So ZnO is a promising candidate as a low-cost porous semiconductor material and has been investigated as photo anode in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [5-6]. In order to be used in dye-sensitized-solar cells (DSSCs), ZnO is required to achieve higher efficiency. The DSSCs based on nanostructured ZnO exhibit the prominent efficiency compared to ZnO thin films based solar cells owing to their larger surface area, better light harvesting and scattering abilities [7].

A cutting edge DSSC is made out of a permeable layer of oxide semi-conductor nanoparticles, secured with a sub-atomic color that retains daylight, similar to the chlorophyll. Semi-conductor
drenched in an electrolyte arrangement. An anode (oxide semi-conductor) and a cathode, counter
terminal are set on either side of a fluid conductor (the electrolyte) [8]. Its flexible constants are
more diminutive than those of vital III-V semiconductors, for instance, GaN. The high warmth
farthest point and warmth conductivity, low warm improvement and high dissolving temperature of
ZnO are profitable for ceramics [9].

Various methods have been used for the manufacturing of different types of solar cells. For
example, crystalline Si-cells are made from most commonly used industrial process called the
Czochralski method [10]. Amorphous Si-cells are made from radio frequency plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition process (RFPECVD) [11]. Thin film cell technologies include deposition
of absorbent layer on to a conducting substrate where the thickness of the deposits is in the range of
few tens of micron [12]. Solar cells are also being made by growing nanostructures onto the
substrates via hydrothermal synthesis [13]. Among all the techniques, hydrothermal method is the
easiest, simple, economical and fast approach [14].

In hydrothermal methods, the parameters like working temperature, pressure and solution
composition, influence the type and morphology of resulting nanostructures [15]. Among various
advantages of hydrothermal method include the cost effective development of different sorts of
crystal structures, capacity to make crystalline stages which are not steady at the melting point and
the nano-structural growth of materials having high vapor pressures close to their softening points
[16]. One of the drawbacks of hydrothermal technique is the impossibility of watching the growing
crystals during structure development [17].

In this work, this simple and easy hydrothermal method was used for growing ZnO
nanostructures with two variants; single step hydrothermal synthesis and two step hydrothermal
synthesis. Various structural morphologies of zinc oxide like nano-flowers, nano-flakes, nano-
hexagonal sheets, spherical particles and rod and needle type morphologies were prepared by
varying the experimental conditions. The resulting structures were characterized by SEM, EDX and
I-V characteristic curves verify the results.

Materials and Methods

Materials. Zinc nitrate, zinc acetate, hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA), ethanol, citric acid, starch,
ammonium hydroxide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the chemicals were of analytical
grade and high purity. Fluorine doped tin oxide (FTO) glass substrates were purchased from Xin
Yan Technology LTD Hong Kong having dimensions of 20 mm x 20 mm x 2.2 mm and sheet
resistance of 15 ohm/sq. The solution of commercially and locally available Rhodamine B
(C28H31ClN2O3) was used as sensitizing dye.

Synthesis of Zinc Oxide Nano-Structures. Two different types of hydrothermal procedures were
used for the synthesis of different morphologies of zinc oxide nano-structures; (a) single step
hydrothermal process and (b) two step hydrothermal process.

Single Step Hydrothermal Process. In this process hydrothermal reaction was carried out in a
single step inside a steel autoclave whose schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
Zinc nitrate was dissolved in distilled water with different compositions and addition of different surfactants like HMTA hereafter referred to as Experiment H, starch as Experiment S, citric acid as Experiment C, and experiment with no surfactants as Experiment P. Solution was stirred by using magnetic stirrer until the formation of homogeneous solution. After that, dilute solution of ammonium hydroxide (10%) was added dropwise to produce the following reactions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ZnNO}_3 (aq) &+ 2\text{NH}_4\text{OH} (aq) \rightarrow \text{Zn(OH)}_2 (s) + 2\text{NH}_4\text{NO}_3 (aq) \quad (1) \\
\text{Zn}^{2+} (aq) + \text{OH}^- (aq) &\rightarrow \text{Zn(OH)}_2 (s) \quad (2) \\
\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2\text{OH}^- &\rightarrow \text{ZnO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (3)
\end{align*}
\]

After maintaining pH of the solution the solution in the autoclave at a fixed temperature a thermocouple was used to monitor the temperature. Reaction was carried out at autogenously maintained pressure being observed by a pressure gauge attached to autoclave. At that much pressure and temperature \(\text{Zn(OH)}_2 (s)\) dissociates into \(\text{ZnO}\) particles and \(\text{H}_2\text{O}\) due to thermal degradation.

After each experiment the produced material was filtered and then dried in an oven at 80 °C. Then the product of each experiment was suspended in 0.05 wt. % solution of polyethylene glycol (PEG). The details of the single step hydrothermal experiments are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiments</th>
<th>Additive</th>
<th>Weight of Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$ [g]</th>
<th>Temp. [°C]</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Time [min]</th>
<th>Pressure [psi]</th>
<th>Solution [mL]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>HMTA</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Starch</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Citric acid</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Step Hydrothermal Process. In the two step hydrothermal process first 0.05 M ZnO seed solutions (SS) were prepared with three different compositions; in 50 mL ethanol, in 50 mL ethanol plus deionized water with 1:1 ratio, and in 50 mL of deionized water, were prepared. Then, from these seed solutions, seed layers were spin coated on the FTO glass substrates with 2500 rpm for three minutes, followed by drying at 100 °C for five minutes. Table 2 summarizes the used compositions of the seed layers along with spin coating and drying parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS 1</td>
<td>0/50 mL</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS 2</td>
<td>25/25 mL</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS 3</td>
<td>50/0 mL</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the second step solutions of 0.05 M zinc nitrate and 0.05 M HMTA were prepared and mixed to make a growth solution. The FTO substrate coated with different seed solutions were placed in the growth solution contained in beakers. The beakers were then placed in an oven at 60 °C for 1 hour at autogenous pressure to assist the hydrothermal growth of various nano-structural
morphologies of ZnO. Then the substrates with nanostructures grown on them were taken out from the solution and calcined at 260 °C for 20 minutes. The following reactions occur during the whole process of synthesis.

\[
\text{Zn(O}_2\text{CCH}_3\text{)}_2 + \text{C}_2\text{H}_6\text{O} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Zn(OH)}_2 + \text{CH}_3\text{-COO-CH}_2\text{-CH}_3 \quad (4)
\]

\[
\text{Zn(OH)}_2 \rightarrow \text{Zn}^{2+} + 2\text{OH}^- \quad (5)
\]

\[
\text{Zn}^{2+} + 2\text{OH}^- \rightarrow \text{ZnO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (6)
\]

**Fabrication of Dye Sensitized Solar Cell (DSSC).** A DSSC assembly consists of a semi-conductor coated electrode, a counter electrode, sensitizing element dye and an electrolyte solution. FTO glass substrates coated with carbon black was used as counter electrode. Silver nitrate solution (0.01 M) was used as the electrolyte, the FTO glass substrates with grown nanostructures acted as the semiconductor anodes. The solution of commercially available Rhodamine B (C$_{28}$H$_{31}$ClN$_2$O$_3$) dye was used to make the semiconductor anode material photo sensitive. In the DSSC, a bulk amount of the semiconductor is utilized exclusively for charge transport, the photoelectrons are given from a different photosensitive dye. Charge partition happens at the surfaces between the dye, semiconductor and electrolyte [8].

**I-V characteristics.** I-V characteristics of the fabricated DSSCs were determined by using LSH7520 AAA solar simulator to calculate the fill factor (FF). The FF is defined as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the product of $V_{oc}$ and $I_{sc}$ and is given by Eq. 7 [18].

\[
\text{FF} = \frac{V_{MP}I_{MP}}{V_{oc}I_{sc}} \quad (7)
\]

The short-circuit current ($I_{sc}$) and the open-circuit voltage ($V_{oc}$) are the maximum current and voltage respectively from a solar cell.

**Results and Discussions**

In single step hydrothermal process different morphologies of Zinc Oxide crystals were obtained by varying the composition, temperature, pH, and time for the reaction in hydrothermal reactor. In experiment P (with no addition, “Pure”) spherical particles of zinc oxide were obtained. These particles agglomerated to form a sponge like structure, as shown in Fig. 2 (left). The EDX spectra in the Fig. 2 (right) confirms the presence of Zn and O. A peak of Al is also detected which is possibly from the aluminum stub used as sample holder.

![Fig. 2 SEM image of Experiment P (left) showing agglomerated spherical particles and EDX spectra (right) confirming the presence of ZnO.](image)
In experiment H (with addition of HMTA) flower like morphology of ZnO was obtained as shown in Fig. 3. The observation of Fig. 3 suggested that this flower like morphology is obtained via passing through nucleation and growth stages.

![Fig. 3 SEM images of Experiment H showing nucleation (left) and growth (right) of flower-like morphology](image)

In experiment S (with addition of starch) zinc oxide spherical particles with a better dispersion were formed. Some particles agglomerate and result in the formation of clusters, as shown in Fig. 4 (left). The presence of peaks of Al and Au in EDX spectra shown in Fig. 4 (right) are due to the use of aluminum stub and gold sputtering. In experiment C (with addition of citric acid) needle like morphology of zinc oxide was observed. From SEM micrographs it can be observed that these needles are not perfectly along Z-axis, as shown in Fig. 5 (left). This is because no preferred nucleation sites were provided for the growth of needles. In these type of experiments too, the presence of ZnO is confirmed by the EDX analysis presented in Fig. 4 (right) and Fig. 5 (right).

![Fig. 4 SEM image (left) of Experiment S showing spherical particles with less agglomeration, and EDX spectra (right) confirming the presence of ZnO.](image)

![Fig. 5 (a) SEM image (left) of Experiment C showing needle-type morphology in ZnO crystals, and EDX spectra (right) confirming the presence of ZnO.](image)
In two step hydrothermal process by using seed solution 1, rod-type morphology of zinc oxide was observed. Some of the rods were converted into block type morphology due to extensive growth. Since the rods are not perfectly aligned along z-axis, as shown in Fig. 6, so these cannot be used to make an efficient DSSC.

![Fig. 6 SEM images of rod-type ZnO from Seed solution 1.](image)

By using seed solution 2, zinc oxide nano-flakes/nano-sheets were obtained, as shown in Fig. 7. Average thickness of these nano-sheets was measured to about 250 nm. These sheets are intersecting each other and have high porosity. These SEM images also show a homogenous layer of nano-sheets deposited on substrate. These structures have various advantages of usage in fabrication of a dye sensitized solar cell. Because of their high surface area and surface energy, an increased contact area with electrolyte is achieved that results in an easy transfer of the charges. It also helps the semi-conductor material to harvest a large amount of solar light by scattering of incident light inside the solar cell which leads to increased conversion efficiency of dye sensitized solar cell.

![Fig. 7 SEM images ZnO nano-flakes obtained from Seed solution 2 at different magnifications.](image)

By using seed solution 3, hexagonal transparent sheets of zinc oxide were obtained, as shown in Fig. 8 (left). These sheets are transparent to the extent that the sheet below these sheets can be easily seen. Although they have high surface area and energy but sheets are lying along horizontal axis with one face not exposed to incident light. This also increases the resistance for the charge transfer [19], as a result conversion efficiency of DSSC decreases. EDX analysis of samples obtained by using two step hydrothermal process is shown in Fig. 8 (right). The peak for Cl has possibly come from HCl added to the ZnO seed layer solution to dissolve the remaining residual salts and get the clear solution [20], as mentioned in the experimental section too.

The morphologies with the nano-rods, nano-flakes and nano-hexagonal sheets (prepared by two step hydrothermal process) were evaluated for their I-V characteristics. Finally, the fill factor was calculated in order to evaluate the efficiency of different morphologies. I-V characteristic curves in Fig. 9 suggest that size, shape and morphology of zinc oxide affect the conversion efficiency of DSSCs.

Table 3 shows that DSSCs with nano-flakes and nano-rods have larger fill factors than the nano-hexagonal sheets. This is because 1D nano-flakes and nano-rods are believed to have higher surface area (surface to volume ratio) and better charge transfer and carrier mobility [21, 22]. It results in an
increased contact area of electrolyte with semi-conductor and making the electron transfer easier between anode and cathode. Their random orientation helps them to harvest a large amount of solar energy by increasing the scattering of photons between the empty spaces of nano-flakes resulting in the increased number electrons and consequently the fill factor and conversion efficiency [22].

Fig. 8 SEM image (left) of hexagonal ZnO sheets obtained from seed solution 3 and EDX analysis (right) confirming the presence of ZnO.

Fig. 9 I-V curves for DSSCs based on different morphologies of ZnO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural morphology</th>
<th>$V_{OC}$ [V]</th>
<th>$V_{MP}$ [V]</th>
<th>$I_{SC}$ [mA]</th>
<th>$I_{MP}$ [mA]</th>
<th>FF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nano-flakes/sheets</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>31.41</td>
<td>24.58</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-rods</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>13.87</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano-hexagonal sheets</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

Nanostructures with different morphologies such as nano-flowers, nano-flakes, nano-hexagonal sheets, spherical particles, nano-rods and needles of zinc oxide (ZnO) have been successfully prepared by using simple and viable hydrothermal method. The different nanostructures are resulted by different experimental parameters such as concentration, composition, temperature, pH and pressure. Also the single step and two step approaches give rise to the formation of different morphologies. Among different morphologies investigated as photo anode materials, nano-flakes and nano-rods were found to be showing higher efficiency, gauged in terms of their fill factor, than the hexagonal nano-sheets due to their enhanced light trapping and scattering capability.
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